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Andrew Williams, Halma’s Chief 
Executive, began by explaining the 
history of Halma and its long term 
growth into a business with 
operations in 23 countries and a 
market capitalisation of around £1.5 
billion. 
 
The key elements of Halma’s strategy 
were first established around 40 years 
ago and remain the cornerstones of 
our strategy today.  We see the four 
elements (sustainable growth/high 
returns, long term market drivers, 
niche products and strong market 
positions, and organisational agility) as 
interlinked and removing one element 
would undermine sustainability of our 
growth model and value creation for 
shareholders. 
 

 
 
 
We have a very simple financial 
strategy which is to deliver 
sustainable growth and high 
returns.  Our aspiration is to double 
the profit of our business every 5 years 
through a balance of organic growth1 
and acquisitions.  We aim to achieve 
this without having to resort to high 
levels of debt and, therefore, we look 
for businesses that have a high return 
on capital and are highly cash 
generative.  The benefits of strong 
cash generation are not limited to 
investment for growth, as also we aim 
to increase our dividend to 
shareholders every year.  We will see 
later on how well we have performed 
against these aspirations, although the 
important point to understand is that 

the other three key elements of our 
strategy are aligned with this financial 
objective of sustainable growth and 
high returns. 
 
We choose to operate in markets 
where there are long term growth 
drivers. We take a 15-20 year view of 
markets and their growth drivers since 
this gives us greater certainty for 
investment decisions and resilient 
performance in tougher economic 
conditions.  Every business in Halma 
benefits from one or more of the 
following four growth drivers:- 
 

  
 
Health and Safety regulation – this is 
increasing in both developing and 
developed regions of the world.  Our 
products satisfy health and safety 
regulations and protect life in industrial 
and infrastructure environments. 
 
Urbanisation – according to recent 
research, the world’s urban population 
is forecast to grow by 70% by 2050.  In 
China alone, the urban population is 
forecast to increase by 300 million 
people between 2011 and 2030. 
 
Healthcare – the rise in population 
and income levels in the developing 
world is increasing demand for 
healthcare.  In developed markets, 
ageing population is a driver for 
growth. 
 
Demand for energy and water – 
there is a growing need for energy and 
water in the developed world due to 
demographic trends and we are also 
seeing strong growth drivers in 
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developed markets.  For example, in 
the US the amount of water required 
for energy production is forecast to 
increase by 50% from 2005 to 2030. 
 
Within a target market that has robust 
long-term growth drivers, we find 
product niches where we can build 
strong market positions organically 
and through acquisition. 
 
We like products where customer 
demand is relatively non-discretionary 
(e.g. due to Health & Safety 
regulation) and where our product or 
component is a critical part of a bigger 
system or process.  Typically, the cost 
of our product is low relative to the 
cost of the overall system but its 
function is critical to the overall system 
or process performance.  These 
characteristics provide us with the 
opportunity to build competitive 
advantage and, if we can maintain 
market-leading levels of customer 
service, give pricing resilience. 
 
Halma has a diverse range of products 
which can be divided into two main 
product areas:- Safety products and 
Medical/Environmental products.  
Examples of Halma products are as 
follows:- 
 

 
  
In Industrial safety, we are the world 
leading manufacturer of valve safety 
interlocks.  These devices are used to 
safely control the sequence of valve 
operations in potentially hazardous 
and complex industrial processes.  In 
Infrastructure safety, we are the world 
leader in door safety sensors for both 

automatic pedestrian doors and 
elevator doors. 
 
In medical markets we are amongst 
the global leaders in the manufacture 
of hand-held devices used by 
opticians, optometrists and 
ophthalmologists for ophthalmic 
diagnostics.  Within the 
environmental market, we are the 
world-leading manufacturer of water 
leak detection instruments which 
enable utilities to both quantify and 
determine the location of leakage in 
underground water networks. 
 

 
 
We report revenue and profit under 3 
reporting sectors.  We have two 
safety-related sectors (Industrial 
Safety and Infrastructure Sensors) and 
one medical and environmental sector 
(Health & Analysis).  All three sectors 
have good profitability, and this 
reflects the consistency of excellent 
financial performance across group 
companies. 
 
A more unusual feature of Halma’s 
strategy is our operating structure and 
culture.  This gives us organisational 
agility which is a key factor in our 
long-term success. 
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We aim to have management 
structures with very few layers, to give 
a short “chain of command” and 
improve the ease of decision making 
throughout the organisation.  This 
allows us to give clear responsibility 
and accountability to management 
which is supported by management 
incentives which are predominantly 
based on individual subsidiary 
performance.  This decentralised 
approach gives us a lot of flexibility to 
change operating structures and 
evolve our portfolio depending on the 
ever-changing market needs. 
 
Each Halma company is focussed on 
a specialist market niche and each has 
the resources they need to succeed.  
Sales, new product development and 
manufacturing resources all reside 
within each Halma subsidiary rather 
than being consolidated at a sector or 
group level.  Keeping management, 
and these resources, close to 
customers in this way are critical to 
building competitive advantage, 
particularly as we have a diverse 
customer base with no single 
customer representing more than 2% 
of total group revenue.  This diversity 
also provides resilience during 
challenging economic conditions.  
 

 
 
Our largest end-market sector is 
existing Infrastructure where we sell a 
range of safety sensors for door 
safety, fire detection and elevator 
safety.  In recent years, the fastest 
growing end-markets have been 
Medical, Science/Environmental and 
Energy. 
 
In recent years, we have focussed 
greater central investment to help 
subsidiary companies grow faster. 
 

Since 2005, we have been creating 
a range of in-house management 
development programmes.  In 
2011/12, over 160 Halma 
employees attended these 
programmes which are aimed at 
our managers and engineers.  In 
2012, we launched our first 
graduate recruitment programme. 
 
We spend around 5% of revenue 
on R&D.  However, Innovation is 
more than just new product 
development and we have been 
building a culture which fosters 
greater collaboration across Halma 
companies.  For example, every 
two years we have HITE (Halma 
Innovation and Technology 
Exposition), an event which 
includes a 2-3 day exhibition where 
all Halma companies and their 
Boards share their innovative 
technology and processes with 
each other. 
 
International expansion has made 
a major contribution to our growth in 
recent years.  In 2005, around 18% 
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of Halma revenue came from 
outside UK/Europe/US .  At that 
time, many Halma companies were 
finding it difficult to get resources on 
the ground in developing markets, 
so we set up “hub” offices in China 
and India.  This has proved to be 
very successful in China, in 
particular, where sales have grown 
from £6 million in 2005 to just under 
£30 million in 2012. 

 

 
 
The impact of this can be seen in our 
revenue split by region for 2011/12.  
Today, 24% of total revenue comes 
from outside UK/Europe/US. 
 
I believe that Halma’s market growth 
drivers of Health & Safety, 
Urbanisation, Healthcare and Energy 
and Water will continue this trend.  We 
are aiming for 30% of our revenue to 
come from developing markets by 
2015.  Intriguingly, one of the barriers 
to achieving this proportional change, 
is our continued strong growth in 
developed markets where we have 
maintained an organic compound 
annual revenue growth rate of around 
5% over the last 5 years. 
 
To sustain returns and growth, we 
evolve our portfolio as we see our 
markets change.  Our group structure 
of small and autonomously managed 
companies, allows us to buy, sell and 
merge businesses relatively easily. 
 
 
Our acquisition strategy is to buy 
businesses where we understand both 
the technology and markets through 

our existing activities.  Our typical deal 
size is small and less than £100 
million.  This often means that the 
businesses we buy are privately-
owned.  We look for financial 
performance similar to Halma.  Over 
the past decade, we have acquired 
over 25 companies, sold around 15 
companies and have completed 
internal mergers on a regular basis.  
The average age of the Halma 
portfolio of businesses is 12-15 years. 
 

 
 
The benefits of good portfolio 
management are not just limited to 
sustaining growth and high returns, 
since it enables us also to scale up our 
business whilst retaining our operating 
model and culture.  This chart shows 
how the number of companies within 
Halma has been maintained at around 
40 over the last 10 years even though  
our profit2 has increased from £48 
million to over £120 million.   
 
Finally, the following charts show how 
successful Halma’s strategy has been 
over the last 2 decades. 
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Over the past 20 years, revenue has 
increased in 18 years whilst profit has 
grown in 17 of them.  On those rare 
occasions where there has been a 
decline, the fall has been small and 
less than 5%.  Compared with our 
15% annual growth target, in the past 
5 years the compound annual growth 
rate of the group has been 12-13%, 
with over half of this growth organic1.   
 

 
 
Return on Sales3 is currently 21% and 
has been above 16% for every one of 
the last 28 years. Dividends to 
shareholders have increased by 5% or 
more for every year for the past 33 
years.  Both measures reflect the 
strong cash generation of the group. 
 

 
 
In summary, Halma’s strategy is to 
deliver sustainable growth and high 
returns by operating in markets with 
long-term growth drivers.  We look for 
businesses which design and 
manufacture niche products and build 
strong market positions.  We have an 
organisational structure which allows 
us to keep resources close to 
customers, to build competitive 
advantage and to keep developing our 

portfolio over the longer term with 
active M&A. 
  ______________________________ 
 
1 Organic growth measures the change in the 
revenue and profit from continuing operations.  
The effect of acquisitions and disposals during 
the current or prior financial year has been 
equalised by adjusting for their contribution 
based on their revenue and profit at the date of 
acquisition or disposal. 
 

2 Before amortisation of acquired intangible 
assets, acquisition costs, movement on 
contingent consideration and profit on disposal 
of operations. 

3 Return on Sales is defined as profit1 before 
taxation from continuing operations expressed 
as a percentage of revenue from continuing 
operations. 
 

See the Preliminary Announcement published 
on 14 June 2012 for more details of the 
2011/12 Annual results. 
 
CAUTIONARY NOTE. The information 
contained in this summary is believed to be 
correct at 12 September  2012.  This document 
may include forward-looking statements that 
are not factual.  Such statements involve both 
known and unknown risks.  The actual results 
of Halma plc may differ from results that are 
anticipated or implied by any forward-looking 
statements.  The content of presentations, 
including any forward-looking statements, is not 
revised after publication. 
 
 
 


